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GUN
THE SMOKING

SPRING BASKET DRIVE BEGINS
The annual Spring Basket Drive 

began March 5 and will continue for 
three weeks, ending March 26.

Community service board members 
hope to continue the tradition of spring 
giving, benefitting the Martin Luther King 
and West Dallas Community Centers, 
as advisors begin to assign items for 
students to bring.

The spring baskets will be filled 
with various items, including a small toy, 
candy and canned goods.

 Also, a partnership with 
#LiveBeyond has resulted in the addition 
of toothbrushes and toothpaste to the 
baskets in order to benefit the lives of 
underpriveleged families in Haiti.

Life in brief

Sports in brief

IMPORTANT MATCHUPS
Beginning a new season of spring 

sports, Water polo will travel to Carroll 
ISD Aquatic Center for the Southlake 
Carroll Tournament.

The lacrosse team will spend 
the first part of spring break in North 
Carolina for three days.

Finally, Track & Field will travel to 
participate in the Eaton Eagle Invitational 
in Haslet, TX March 17. The event will 
be immediatly followed by the Texas 
Distance Carnival in Southlake Carroll.

MUJIN
KWUN

The point of churning 
ice cream is breaking 
[the crystals] up. If they 
get too large, you get 
icy ice cream. Icy ice 
cream is not what you 
want.
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30 minutes with...

News in brief

Students were able to choose from 
a variety of classe for the upcoming 2018-
2019 school year. 

With the second trimester ending, 
upper schoolers had the opportunity to 
plan out the next academic year.

Students met with advisors to discuss 
schedule possibilities for their freshman, 
sophomore, junior or senior year Tuesday, 
March 6.
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WASEEM NABULSI

As contributing members of society, 
we have the privilege and the duty 
to take part in the selection of the 
politicians who represent us and 
stand for the ideals that adhere to 
our morals. 

See Page 4-5 
for information 
on voting and 
how the local 
elections will 
impact the 
community

Gearing up to vote

COURSE SELECTIONS CLOSE

‘

The teachers told them to start 
running. 
Just run.

Explosions ripped lockers from 
their hinges. 

The symphony of pager beeps 
tethered the hell inside with the out-
side world.  

She remembers waiting for friends 
— friends packed like sardines in 
the choir room closet for three hours. 
Waiting. Praying for the SWAT team.

And then she remembers her 
sister, Eliza. 

A sophomore trapped in the 
cafeteria with a test that afternoon, 
Eliza had just left her friends, Cassie 
Bernall and Rachel Scott in the library 
— the library where two seniors mas-
sacred 13 of their Columbine High 
School classmates. 

Columbine survivor Amalia 
Fernand admits that day — and the 
funerals, vigils, media storm and con-
dolence-driven free movie tickets that 
followed — remains a blur.

But some things stick with her.
She still closes her eyes during 

violent movies. 
She still remembers every detail of 

running across that field.
She still realizes how fragile life 

really is — that you never know 
what’s going to happen at any time.

‘



‘I HAVE NEVER
FELT HOPE AFTER 
ONE OF THESE...

...BUT THIS IS SOMETHING DIFFERENT.’

And 19 years later, she still sees Colum-
bine in the headlines. On the front page, it reads, 
“Generation Columbine knows no other world” 
and is paired with pictures of the two shooters 
Fernand knew since the seventh grade.

Every time she reads the news of another 
school shooting in the country — 18 this year 
and 291 since 2013 — it’s “devastating.”

But something about the aftermath of the 
shooting at Stoneman Douglas High School Feb. 
14 — a tragedy that stole the lives of 17 students 
— feels different for Fernand.

“This is something different, something 
fresh,” she said. “It’s something new and 
surprising — and inspiring that they can be so 
brave. I think that it’s really making a difference 
— and I hope that everybody will keep going. I 
hope that something will really happen this time, 
because I’ve never felt that before.”

···
Something different: The movement

For today’s generation of high school 
students, the all-too-common news of mass 
shootings seems to be followed by an all-too-
common cycle of horror and shock, condolences 
and prayers and hashtags and media coverage, 
slowly subsiding until the next shooting occurs.

But ever since the shooting Feb. 14 at 
Stoneman Douglas High School, students 
around the country are calling to break that 
cycle.

After the events in Parkland, Fl., Stoneman 
Douglas students like Emma Gonzalez, David 
Hogg and Cameron Kasky have regularly spo-
ken on national television.

They’ve pressured companies to withdraw 
funding for the National Rifle Association. 
Sparked gun reform concessions from tradition-
ally unwavering politicians. Funded a multi-mil-
lion dollar march for gun reform across the coun-
try March 24. And on March 2, Hogg and Kasky 
appeared on Real Time with Bill Maher. 

The movement gained momentum following 
a nationwide surge of support for victims — a 
surge of support that caught the attention of gun 
reform advocates and activists around the world.

As a former worker for President Barack 
Obama’s 2008 campaign, Matt Tranchin ‘02 knew 
the power of a social movement. In close proxim-
ity to the organizers of the Women’s March and 
March for Science, Tranchin knew the power of 
mobilization. And when hearing the powerful 
voices of the Parkland survivors, he knew he 
had to do something.

So, using his experience, Tranchin helped 
organize the Dallas March for Our Lives, a 
demonstration assembling March 24 downtown. 
The event is entirely student-led, with Tranchin 

and other experienced advocates providing 
logistical support. 

“This is really a student-led march here in 
Dallas,” he said. “Looking at what’s happening 
right now, I think it’s clear that what you’re see-
ing is not just the next generation of gun control 
activists; you’re seeing the next generation of 
activists, period.”

Tranchin, having been a freshman in high 
school when the Columbine High School massa-
cre happened, has had to live with the terrifying 
reality of mass shootings for nearly 20 years.

“I remember getting emotional every time it 
happened,” Tranchin said. “But I remember feel-
ing less sad. Just emotionally distancing myself 
of just kind of like an acceptance like, ‘well, this 
is our country.’”

So why is this shooting different? How will 
this march actually change things? And what 
will this mean for the future of student activism?

“You have this one moment in time where 
everyone’s rallying around this issue,” Tranchin 
said. “Leaders are stepping up. I mean you’re 
seeing them on 
the media. You’re 
also seeing them, I 
imagine, on cam-
puses.”

And the most 
important aspect of 
maintaining the momentum of this movement 
and translating it into actual, tangible, legislative 
change: being what Tranchin calls a “community 
organizer.”

“Being a community organizer is being a 
community leader,” he said. “There’s an oppor-
tunity to build the grassroots and infrastructure 
with like minded students, like minded indi-
viduals who are committed to this cause that 
will not just vote themselves, but will bring in 
their families, their friends, their neighbors, 
their church members, everyone they know and 
everyone they don’t know and try to persuade 
them.”

···
On campus: St. Mark’s

On the afternoon of Feb. 14, Headmaster 
David Dini watched as the situation in Parkland 
turned from bad, to a “horrific tragedy.”

Through that night, he spent time thinking, 
considering how the school might or should 
respond.

And the next morning it was clear — he 
wanted to communicate with the community. 
He needed to touch base with how people were 
feeling.

In a letter sent home electronically Feb. 15 to 
parents, faculty, staff and trustees, Dini recog-
nized that many people were wrestling with 

Since the shooting at Stoneman Douglas High School
 in Parkland, Florida, conversations in the aftermath of the 17 deaths

 continue. Whether it’s campus security, mental health or 
political reform —  students are making a difference.
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what the shootings meant for the community 
— and how the community should respond.

“There’s such a range of emotions,” Dini 
said. “People are frustrated, angry, hurt, con-
cerned or alarmed… I thought about it a lot 
overnight and obviously it distressed a lot of 
other people. I came in the next morning and 
told Mr. Ashton that I really want to communi-
cate with our community.”

One of the first things mentioned in the 
letter is security. The whole security philoso-
phy of the school is one based on familiarity 
and long-term commitment. And the shooting 
in Parkland just brought that conversation 
back to the forefront of the community’s mind. 

“It’s something that we’ve thought a lot 
about here for a long time and give a lot of 
consideration and a lot of priority to safety on 
campus,” Dini said. “We’re really fortunate in 
that we have the resources to do that and that 
we’ve made a commitment to do that. Deliber-
ately over time there’s been a steady escalation 
of that commitment.”

Part of Dini’s commitment to campus 
security is establishing a team that builds a 
relationship with the community, with mem-
bers that “know the campus, know the culture, 
know the environment, know the buildings, 
know the people, and people know them.”

“When you’re here, whether it’s a game 
or school every day, you see the same officers 
here all the time,” Dini said. “They know you 
and you know them. That’s a big part of our 
commitment we’ve had for a long time. Famil-
iarity is really important. Continuity is really 
important because recognition and identifying 
things that are out of the ordinary matters.”

Campus security falls on the shoulders 
of every member of the community. In Dini’s 
opinion, it needs to be “automatic” and “part 
of the culture.” So every student, teacher and 
security officer needs to shoulder the respon-
sibility of reporting dangerous or suspicious 
activity.

“See something, say something and say 
something, do something,” Dini said. “If you 
see something, tell somebody about it. If you 
say something, make sure you do something 
about it.”

···
“See something, say something”:

 Mental Health
“The shooter was mentally ill.” 
In the aftermath of the majority of school 

shootings, the “mentally 
ill” label is plastered on 
newscasts and television 
reports nationwide, 
bringing the larger issue 
of mental health into 
global conversations. 

To Director of 
Counseling Barbara 
Van Drie, this label is 
accurate for Stoneman 
Douglas shooter Nikolas 
Cruz, along with previ-
ous mass shooters, but 
merits deeper explora-

tion into its origins, and into what the term 
“mentally ill” actually entails. 

“The question is always, what led to this?” 
Van Drie said. “Lots of times there are many 
factors that contribute to the situation. Appar-
ently, he was suffering from bereavement or 
depression, and is depression a mental illness? 
Yes. But saying that he is mentally ill sounds 
stigmatizing rather than saying, ‘This student 
has gone through a lot.’ I’m not going to diag-
nose him, but there were obvious signs that he 
was in distress.”

When it comes to St. Mark’s, Van Drie sees 
the school community as a beneficial environ-
ment to students experiencing personal issues 
— and when it comes to “prevention of harm 
to self or others,” she believes students should 
report troubling signs to the counseling office 
as early as possible.  

“See something, say something,” Van 
Drie said. “When you see someone in distress, 
say something. You see someone hurting, say 
something. You see a change in behavior, say 
something, because those are red flags. When 
you see someone not coping well, those are the 
indicators that something is going on. If you’re 
concerned about somebody, say it now. Better 
to get skills when you are 16 years old versus 
when you’re 36 years old.”

On the individual level, the counseling 
office works closely with teachers, coaches and 
advisors to make sure the boys who need help 
will receive it. Van Drie views this practice 
as the best way to address the problems boys 
here may experience, anywhere on the spec-
trum.  

“It’s so much better to intervene now 
when we’re all around him than when he’s 
at college,” Van Drie said. “We’d rather assist 
him while his family’s still around him, while 
we are still around him. We’re just going to 
care for him — we’re not going to stigmatize 
him. It’s about caring, not stigmatizing.” 

Holistically, Van Drie feels the school 
community can best prevent violence in our 
students through large-scale cooperation — 
she believes every person in the community 
has a vital role.   

“When a friend, a classmate, a brother 
sees something going on, let us know,” Van 
Drie said. “This way, we can check in with 
him and get him help — the earlier we can 
intervene with someone and help them the 
better. I don’t know each and every boy, but I 
absolutely believe that I have to count on all 
the adults in the community and the students 
in the community to be those eyes and ears. 
That is our system.”

···
When looking back, Columbine survivor 

Fernand is optimistic. 
She sees teen leaders at podiums, speak-

ing their truths to the masses. 
She hears conversations arising on the 

future of gun control in our society. 
She feels hope for the world — a world 

resolute enough to bounce back from recent 
tragedies and advance toward a greater tomor-
row. 

“We need people to remind everybody 
that this isn’t right,” Fernand said. “I think 
it’s really getting a lot of notice from adults 
because it is more surprising than just the 
same old anti-gun lobbyist speaking up again. 
This is something different, something fresh 
and new and surprising and inspiring that 
they can be so brave. I don’t think that this 
revolution of trying harder to fight for gun 
control would’ve happened if these students 
hadn’t been brave enough to speak how they 
were feeling.”

Expert opinions
Individual Ready Reserve member of the 
Texas State Guard Scott Hunt and Director 
of Security Dale Hackbarth weigh in on the 
security of our campus in the wake of the 
Parkland shooting. 

“I think in an urban environment where you have a 
fairly quick law enforcement response, in very specific 
circumstances, teachers that are armed could be a force 
multiplier for school security, or in instances where there 
is no formal security presence, armed teachers could be 
valuable, but with caveats. I think if those people were 
authorized by a school district or 
headmaster to carry a weapon, 
it would have to be with some 
significant training.”

— Scott Hunt,
 Arnold E. Holtberg 
Master Teaching Chair

“While we have a very well trained and robust security 
team, it is incumbent upon every person in our community 
to pay constant attention to their surroundings, 
thoughtfully observe and report anything that seems out of 
place, and remember that we all share 
in the well being of our campus.  
As we constantly remind the 
faculty and staff, and will share 
with the boys in the coming 
weeks – ‘If you see something, 
say something, if you say 
something, do something.’”  
— Dale Hackbarth,
 Director of Security

SINCE THE TRAGEDY IN 
PARKLAND, FLORIDA, THE 

HIGH SCHOOL’S STUDENTS — 
WITH THE SUPPORT OF MANY 
— HAVE CALLED FOR VARIOUS 

GUN REFORM POLICIES, 
INCLUDING EVALUATING THE 
ACCESSIBILITY OF WEAPONS 
SUCH AS THE AR-15 USED IN 

THE SHOOTING FEB. 14.

<

> From the 2012 mass murder of ele-
mentary school children in Newtown, 
Connecticut, to the recent massacre of 
17 students and teachers at a Florida 
high school, our nation has recently 
suffered some of the deadliest mass 
shootings in modern U.S. history. 

As a nation, we stand united both 
in our shock and in our prayers for the 
victims of these tragedies, and we are 
thankful to all the first responders who 
have acted to save lives. I offer my 
deepest condolences to the families and 
loved ones of all the victims.

> It is vital that federal, states, 
and local law enforcement 
enforce current federal gun 
laws to prevent firearms from 
getting into the wrong hands, 
and we must do so in a way 
that respects our Consti-
tution. It is time for us to 
come together in a bipartisan 
manner to address the under-
lying causes of this violence, 
including mental health, and 
to focus on not only criminals, 
but violent criminals.
    

> I believe it is important to 
note the work Congress has 
already done to address this 
issue. Congress has increased 
grant funding for training 
teachers and other profession-
als so that they can appropri-
ately intervene before someone 
with a mental illness experi-
ences a crisis. Congress also 
has reauthorized programs 
that focus on helping treat 
children early on with severe 
emotional disturbances. 
    

District 32 Representative Pete Sessions spoke to 
The ReMarker on the tragedy in Parkland — and 
how he believes the government can respond.

Congressman Pete Sessions

Listen to an exclusive 
interview with Parkland 
shooting survivor Carly 
Novell on Focal Point 
Podcast today.

Link to podcast page: https://facebook.com/
theremarkermagazine/?ref=bookmarks 
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